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Example application: re-light sky in
real-estate sales listings

This brochure exemplifies the capabilities of Tilemore: task orchest�ation, sy�bolic g�ids, image spli�ing and stitching, billing, and
�ont-end adjust�ents. However, we don’t own the neural net�orks described here; they are par� of a well-known body of computervision techniques.

First impressions count. That’s why people selling a house and their
real-estate agents want the best photos of their proper�es in their
sales lis�ngs. However, the photographer’s appointment some�mes
falls in a cloudy sky.

two things: the machine-learning algorithms to do it, and the
so�ware infrastructure to run those algorithms at the scale of your
business. If you have—or find—the former, Tilemore provides you
with the second!

But even then, all is not lost. If your business works with real estate
lis�ngs and you need a way to apply sky-religh�ng in bulk, you need
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specific machine-learning model. Then a Tilemore task
uses this model to do inference and create a foreground
mask. Depending on the specific model, tiling may be
needed to fit the input image, intermediate tensors and
output the model in RAM or the inference’s device
memory. The output mask can be passed to further tasks.
■ Re-light: Photos taken in a cloudy day have fuzzier
shadows and less vibrant colors. To make them look as if
they had been taken in a sunny day, a GAN-type network
can be used on the foreground part of the image. They
take as input an image with a certain lighting, and
produces a new image with new lighting. However, this
particular type of models tend to have a high number of
layers, which considerably decreases the pixel size of the
images it can process in commodity hardware. A way to
work around that is to use overlapping tiles with context.
Grid steps

Context rectangle
Target rectangle

The input image is
divided into small tiles,
forming a grid. Each
time the neural network
is used to process a tile,
pixels surrounding the
tile are also fed to the
network, to avoid
producing sharp edges

along the seams of the tiles.
For example, each target grid rectangle in the resulting
image is computed by feeding the network with the same
rectangle in the source image, surrounded by all
immediate rectangles in the grid, or by adjacent parts of
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Interesting research articles for the
techniques described here
■ Soumyadip Sengupta et.al., 2020. “Background Matting:
The World is Your Green Screen”.
■ Tiancheng Sun et.al., 2019. “Single Image Portrait
Relighting”
■ Peiran Ren et.al., 2015. “Image Based Relighting Using
Neural Networks”
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